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Abstract: Some aerodynamic relations are derived which exist between
two hfj.nitely long airloils if one Is in a straight flow
and the other in o%lique flow, and both present the same
profile in the direction of flow.

1. To begin with, consider an infinitely loqg airfoil whose
axis is parallel to the z-axis of a rectan~llar x, y, z coordinate
sYstem. (See fig. 1.) The flow takes place with the velocj.ty V~

I
J

J@

I

at infinity, par;llel-to the x, z plane-and at the aruzle 13 to tfie
negative x-direction. ‘Thecomponents of
are

U. = -v~ Cos p

‘o =0

‘o = V. sin p

the velocity-at ik?inity

-%

?
I

(1)

For straight flow p = O. The velocity potenttal of Duch a flow,
which depends on x and y, solely, can be written in the form

‘5(X, y) = -Uox +Oo(x, y)

Con~ider now, the three-dimensional

Q(X, Y, z) = -uOx+

flow with the velocity yotential

woz +Oo(x, Y)

*“Einige aer~dynamischeBeziehungen ffi den ‘Ilra@ltigelbei
Schraganstr6mung, Zentrale fkr wissenschaftlichesBerichtswesen
der Ltitfahrtf’orschung&es Generalluftzeugmeisters (ZWB), Berlin-
Adlershof, FB lk97, Oct. 21, 1941.
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The velocity
of space are

The velocity

components u,
consequently

u=

v=

w =

v, w at an erbitmmy

NACATM NO. 1158

position x, y, z

comyonmrts of Y.ie oblique flow with velocity V. are
obtained %y addin~ W. to the velocity components of the straight
flow at every position of the components. The streamlines of the
oblique flow result from the

dx: dy: dz =

The first of these equations

system of differential equations

contains only the variables x and y.
‘Thisegu-ationalso determines the streamlines for ~ = O, at the
same time, therefore :?O= 0. Consequently, it is recognized that:
The pro,i~tions of’the streamlines of the oblique flow on the
x. .Vplane are also the streamlines of the airfoil in the straight..——
flow. The three-dimensionalflow defined by the potential o(x) Y9 z)>
~efore, furnishes a flow around the same airfoil as the straight
flow determined by the yotential O(X, y) = ‘UOX+OO(X, y).

2. The same airfoil.is to be considered in straight flow anil
then in oblique flow with the same velocity at infinity. ‘Toinvesti-
gate the local chan~e in the velocity in straight flow with flow
velocity u. let u, v be tho velocity components at any Toint
in space. Adding on the component W. gives the oblique flow
velocity 70 and ].ocallythe velocity Vs, where

~s2 *+/-’+wo2= u
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In stra@ht

yonents are

the equation

11X 3

flow with V. .instead of -uo”--theIocalveloclty com-
U v— and the velocity Vg Itself satisfies

Cos p’ Cos p

2 =pz+$
‘&! coE#p

Eliminating n2 + V2 from both relations furnishes

Sinee

it therefore follows that: If V’flis the velocity at any position

with straight flow past the airfoil.with velocity V’o, alla Vs——— — —
the ‘felocitywith oblique flow with the armle of obliquity—— e and
the same flow velocity V. then linefollowing applies:

S*u 2
= sin2~ +

()
‘h

V. V.
COS2P (2)

Figure 2 shows the velocity distributions for an 18-percent
thfckness yrofile with 30 percent rearward position of the maxim-m
thickness for an angle of attack a = 0° anil the angles of
obliquity p =0° and p = 45°.

. .
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For the pressure difference with respect to tnflni~ in rela-
to the dynemic pressure

for oblique flow ● It follows from this

.-l

()Ax .
I_ ( )Jil. vVA 2

!!~ o

because of (2)

C08’33

therefore

(3)

()Q AP
where si~ifies the value of - for strairxt flo~~s Con-

~ ‘K q
—

sider an airfoil section para~el to “thex, y plane and compare
the Ca and cm values for straight and oblique flow past the ,.

airfoil for the section profile at the seine angle of attack. z If V
is the velocity at a profile point, generally

(4)

(5)

%’he angle mf attack a does not vary with 9.
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contour In
The quantity cm

is referred to the z-axis of the coordinate system. Applying both ‘-
formuJ.asto oblique flow end replacing Vs by Vg in accordance

with (2), i~ follows

P
ca=~
s 2

JL

1

.. -i

therefore

ca~ = Ca COS2B
~

(6)

(7)

These are the relatjons between the Iif-tand mmncnt coefficients—— ——.——. .—..—---

for strai~ht and okd.iaueflow mast the sam -orol?ile.~——- —. ——-——

2
!Ilhepreceding results are known, essentially though not derived

in this form. See A. BusemarLn,Aerodynamischer Auftrieb boi
~erschallgeschvindigkeit. Volta-TaDmG 1935.

. ., ,,,,,.......! . . . . . . .. .... ..—--- — .-. —
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3 ● The
%e derived;
other in an

relatims between the lift and.moment coefficientswill
these wpply for two ail’.foils,one is in a Straj&hi, the
oblique f’lo!’r and both yrese-ntthe same yro~ile in the

direction of flow. While the problem dealt with ao l’arvas of an
elementary nature, insofar as the profile form of the a.ir~oilhad
no effect on the ‘~result,the solui~an of the yroblernex?.ut:.ngnow
requii”esmore ~earching te~hniqr.ee Tke method of the ccmforma]..—. — —.— —.-— ——
mean3 developed elsewhere by the autiioris applied to the problem;— ..
tinemethod-is assumed to be knuvn in thl.sreport. Consideration
will be given now to the ccmnection between ticl15ft or mment
coefficients of two grofflles,one of which proceeds from the other
lx?affine variation of the ordina+,es...—— Use will Ye mack of the fact-— .-
that the conformal mean letweeu aliyjrolile ?1 that in i~ottoo

thick and not too Creatly cambered and the rej~ted siraiphi section
is affine to PI .5szn cp.?roxtiation.Figure 3 shows, for exenlpl.e,

.
the symmetric hyporbol.icprofile with 18 yercent of the ma.::im’rn
thic-knessaxd 30 ~ercent rearwcrd position of the mazinmm thickness
and the y-percent thickness profile that resul-tuire-mit by tal:ins
the conformal mean with the related section. Ths o:-dinatesof the
g-percent thickmess profile are made 20 tiues ki@Rr, those of the
18-Tercent thickness _profile10 times hi~er. It is seen :;l,ati,
affinity almost prevails. The profil-e PI has Mngth 71 anti

thic]mess al) the related section ~~as!i&@l 72. The }rofjl~ l?,

originating in the pi-ocessof taking the cotiormal
factor L = m: n, hafllen@h 1 and thic.he~s d
Setting

then4

(8)

3F. Ringlob - “Beitr&e zur J?rofilsysternatik”- ZllBNr.
*see “profilsystcmatik,”Nquation (31).
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For a~slgned values of
?2,

51?’ ~ “and .5 it follows that

7

(9)

With the same angle of attack ,a let Cal be the lift coefficient

of the profile 1’1 and c% the lift coefficient of the straight
—

section. The lift coefficient ca of the profile ~ at the angle

of attack a satisfies the relation5

1 1 h_4.d_
(—=liqcaCa 1 c% )

Correspondingly,for the moment coefficients referred to the neutral

-point6
,

NON for the strafght section

Caz = 2fl sin a

cm = o
02

Accoriiingly,

1 (_ 1 1+ x
—-l+xCalCa )2fi sin u

5See ‘>rofilsystematik,” Equation (38).
6See ‘>rofilsyste~tik,” Equation (40)0

.
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and since

1*
Cal = 2Y’t— sin a

z~

the following is obtained

‘a‘F%)ca’
For cm

o

Formulas (10) and (11) therefore give the——.

Cmol
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(lo)

(lJJ

connection sought between—.
the lift or moment coefficients of two nrofiJ.eswhich differ as a..— —.— —-—— .
result of the affine variation of the ordine.te~;here k ic defined—.—
by equation (9). Tt follo?fsfm (lo) and (11):

Cmo 1
cm01

— = —- ——
Ca 22 %1l+XT

1--

and substituting for X the valuo from equation (9),

Crno

Ca

cm01
=—

%11 %
(12)
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~– This result indicates: With ~ff~ne-fncrease of the ordinates of a——. . —— —

profile the distance of the lif% vector from the neutral point
j; -— ——-—————increastis,there~ore, the d3.stanceof the center of pressure from——
i’ the neutral paint is proportional to-the thiclmess of the profile..— ————
~ Consider two airi’oilswhich present the same profile PI in the—

direction of flow, although one 3.s3.nstraight and the other in
oblique flow. (See fig..4.) T& airfoil in oblique flow, therefore,
presents a profile PQ in a perpendicular section, which is
affinely thickened with re~yect to Fl, If ~ 5.sthe angle of—
obliquity, then

If the profile PP is in straight flow, the relations (10) and (11)
hold with the values for X from (9). However, s;nce Pj? i? in
oblique flow at an angle p, thwe values for Ca and cm. from

equations (10) and.(11) mustbe multipliedby cos2j3. There~ora

I l-l-a,
Cm =

o 2 %31 CoBPp

()

22
l+x~

x ‘1= ~(cos p - 1)

Accordingly

%’
[ 1=1 + h(cos p - 1) Cos p Cal (13)
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[

L(cos p%10’=I+zo 1
“ 1) c%

c. -11
(11,)

In these cquationsj therefore, Cal and cm refer to the
01

sectjon perpendicular to the strai@t airfoil, Ca’ and Cmo’

to the section perpendicular to the airfoil in oblique flow both
of which Tresent the same profile P, in the dir,ect’ionof flow.

1P -

7“ 27r— sin u,m.ce Ca = (13) cenbe written as
1 11

Fou~in~ the quotient of (l~!)anti(13) ~ives

cm I cm
D ‘1 1— .—.

Ca’
= ~a

C03 p
1

Introducing in place of the coeffic?.ents,the lift A’ and the
moment MO’

and since Z’ = z~ Cos p

(15)

(16)

M. ‘ Mol

ir——‘1
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This result can he expressed, in brief, thusly: In the present!& -. effine transformation of the airfoil in straight flow to one in
,! oblique flow, the position of the center of pressure of the section

.,,
——

if

~——

~erpendicular to the airfoil axis experiences the same affine trans-
1:‘ formation.,x:? Let N be the neutral axis (pos~ion of the neutral-—
I
\

point), D the position of the center of pressure of’ the airfoil
in oblique flow, both of which are parallel to the airfo~l edge.

i Further, let a’ be the distance of the center of -pressure of the
profile P’ from its neutral point, correspondingly, let a be
the dista~e from the center of prcmsure of the profile ~ from
its neutral yoint. Let A’ represent tine lift of a strip of the
airfoil surface parallel to the profile P7 of unit width and A
the lift of a strip of tineairfo~.1surface parallel to ~ with the
same surface area (fig. 5), then

A = A’

therefore

t
Ca = Ca (17)

and for the related moments lJO and Mo’ referred to the axes

perpentlicula~to the profile planet and passing through the neutral
points

M. = aA

MO f =a’A

Now (see fig. 5)

therefore
.4
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M. = Cmoqla

ll=-J=
Cos p

and

t
Cmo = Cmo (18)

Together w~th equations (3.3) and (l]+) this gives the following
re suit: If Ca and c ~i*e the coefficients of the lift and the

‘o

moment for the profile (lying in the direction of flow] of an air-

foil in ollique flow and Cal, cm the corresponding values for
01

the same profile of an airfoil.in stra3.~htflow~then—— .

Ca =

cm =o

L

1- 21
3.

1

- # - Cos j3) cm
0,

21
where ~ is the angle of obllquity and ~ a

is the ratio of the

section orj.ginating

L~

profile len@h 11 to

(19)

(20)
-L

profile constant.

the len@h 22 of

in its conformal transfonna’tion,which is
slightly under

~of ~1 of the

one for the usual thin

profile, the following

profiles. For various

values of the constant
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are obtained as approximations fndepend?ntly of..the position of
mm .- -–maxtium thickness, the radiu~ of the nose and the camber:
a~~

:

i

‘,
&

,!
21

0.18 0.09 0.00

‘i

71
0 J370 0.93’5

~
1.000

~
In

varies approximately linearly with the thi.clmess. Expressed

&thematically

From (19) ma (20) the
the axis normal to the
section of the airfoil
(See fig. 6.) For the

‘2 ‘1

lift end moment coefficients (referred to
pro~ile throu@ its neutral ‘point)for a
of unit width parallel to the profile.
airfoil, T1

Al = Ca 21q
1

and for the airfoil T

1‘i

M = cm 1— 21 Cos p2~q.
o Cos p
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A

M

In all previov.s
foil in oblique flow

[

11
= 1- ~(1 - Cos B) Ml

. .

a~guments the angle of attack a of the air-
waB defined as the aryjleof attack of a

perpendicular section of the airfoil with resyect to the x, z plane
(fig. 1). However, it i.susual in practice to define the angle
of attack of an airfoil in obligu’eflow as the angle of attack aB
of a section of the airfoil in the dtrection of flow wj.threspect
to the x, z plane. Then

tan

For smell angles of attack
suummrized below-

TWO airfoils T1 and

extent, the first of which

aP=tanacosp

the previous results furnish the findings

SUMVLARY
\

T are considered, both infinite in

is in a straight flow, the second in
oblique flow (angle of obliquity = ~). Both pro~iles presented the
same profile ~ in the direction of flow with maximum thickness al

and length 21, Cal and cm are the coefficient~ for the lift
01

and moment of the yrofile T1 in strai~ht flow, Ca end C,n the
o

corresponding coefficients for the airfoil T in oblique flow,
where

of the
attack

cm and c refer to an axis perpendicular to the plane
01 ‘o

profile throu.@ its neutral Toint.
(measured in the direction of flow)

I’orthe same angle of
as a good approximation
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%lo = kcm
01

where

dl
k= COB p + o .723~(l - Cos p)

Tneref ore, it follows that

aca acal

-’k-xr-c.ta

$

I/
Figrres 7 and 8 gjve a compari~on of the first of the6e theo-

retical i-esult~with a measurement which has keen carried out by
j section L of the Messerschmitt Conpany at the aerodynamic institute

I

1, at Aachen on assorted swept-back wines of aspect ratio A = 6.25
and a symmetrical 12-percent thichness profile. The experimental

i

1 results represented in the curl-es of figure 7 were converted for an
<1 infinite aspect ratio for t~.e sake of comparison with the theory),1t (fig. 8).

!~
Translatedby Dave Fein~old
National Advisory Comnittee
for Aeronautics

—1

..——- -- _-
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Fig. 1

Figure 1.
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Hyperbolic

Hyperbolic

profile

profile

v

3318 (made 10x higher).

301% and straight section (made 20x higher).
--,

Figure 3.
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Figure !5.
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Figure 7.

49

48 ● ● . ● Measurement

q70
6° 12° f8° 240 30° 36° 42°~ M“

Figure 8.


